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Results of Work:

- 80 plus faculty attended workshops
- 900 first year students attended Academic Integrity class
- University became member of International Center for Academic Integrity
- Faculty Development Day 2011 now devoted to Academic Integrity issues
- Promising future collaboration with faculty through a Humanities Institute grant

Faculty Workshop
Academic Integrity: Encouraging a Frank Discussion
- Presentation on data, ethics and technologies
- Case scenarios group exercise
- Cite is Right clickers game – explores gray areas

Faculty Workshop
Conquer Plagiarism: Strategies for Preventing and Detecting Plagiarism
- Top 10 Strategies exercise on creative assignment design
- Detection strategies presentation
- Take away exercise to use in own classroom

Academic Integrity Classes for all First-Year (FY) Students
Leading the charge, the Library collaborated with the Office of FY Students to embed an academic integrity discussion format exercise* into all FY Experience classes.

---

* Credit: Bill Taylor’s Academic Integrity: a Letter to My Students

---
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Lead the Charge Against Academic Dishonesty!

Learn how to create solutions to address academic integrity issues on your own campus.
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